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Platform stairlifts
Innovations and new developments ensure the success 

of Ganser Liftsysteme as a stairlift manufacturer for 

more than 40 years. A barrier-free and carefree life for 

people with handicaps is our top priority.

Through the continuous development and reliable pro-

duction of lift systems of all kinds, we have earned 

the status of pioneers in this industry over the past 

half century.

100% individually made in Austria Mobility restrictions represent a great limitation of perso-

nal freedom and thus of quality of life for those affected. 

Ganser Liftsysteme has therefore set itself the goal to 

take the hurdles of everyday life away from you with 

an individually planned and visually appealing stair lift 

and to create a large measure of independence. Our lifts 

stand for the highest level of quality and convince in 

terms of design and functionality. We use high-quality 

materials as standard and thus guarantee many years 

of use.

Platform stairlift GTLE: narrow stairs & complex spiral 

staircases, inclination +20° to +50°

Platform stairlift GTL20: straight stairs & special 

designs, inclination 0° bis +50°

Platform stairlift GTL30: stairs with curves, change of 

inclination & horizontal travel, inclination -60° bis +60°

Technical data:

300 kg payload; standard platform:  800 x 1000 mm, 

Special sizes on request;

Driving speed: max. 0,15 m/s.;

Minimum depth in the parking area: from 240 - 350mm;

All RAL colors possible;

DB colors und NCS colors according to availability.

Options:

Folding seat;

Stainless steel surface K400 or K800.
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The king of lifts
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Customized

Vertical platform lifts
The robust platform lifts combine maximum in-

dependence with an attractive appearance. They 

make it possible to reach a maximum height of 

twelve meters with up to six holding stations. 

Ganser Liftsysteme guarantees a reliable, trouble-free 

and safe ascent with a choice of rack and pinion or 

hydraulic drive.

Straight to the top

Thanks to a specially developed modular system, our 

easy-to-operate platform elevators represent a cost-effec-

tive alternative to conventional elevators. Depending on 

needs and requirements, they can be installed in an exis-

ting shaft or built as a self-supporting model for lifting 

heights of up to 12 meters.

The entry-level model for lifting heights of up to 3 meters 

offers unlimited all-round visibility thanks to the railing 

height of only 1.1 meters. Optionally, the lifting platform 

can be attached directly to the wall or to a console.

Regardless of whether it is a wall or a glass shaft, the 

installation of the prefabricated components takes only a 

short time.
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The GHB50 is driven by a hydraulic scissor system. This 

system can be easily integrated into a wall or glass shaft. 

Due to the high load-bearing capacity, there is the op-

tion of installing a traveling elevator door. The flexibility 

is limitless, as we can meet almost any architectural 

requirement.

Technical data:

Loading capacity: up to 2000 kg; Head up to 3 meters;

Options: Folding seat; stainless steel surface K400;

Special design according to customer requirements.

Fits everywhere

With only minor structural measures, the GHB20 lifting 

platform is perfect for mastering ascents and descents 

easily, uncomplicatedly and without time-consuming 

conversion. The simple modular system offers consi-

derable advantages in terms of assembly effort and 

installation time. The narrow design of the drive side 

allows all-round visibility and the greatest possible pa-

noramic view. 

Vertical platform lift GHB20: the variable lift for in-

door & outdoor with view.

Technical data:

Load capacity: 385 kg for standard sizes;

Standard platform:  1100 x 1400 mm,

Special sizes on request;

Head up to 12 meters;

Maximum 6 stops;

Driving speed: max. 0,15 m/s.;

All RAL colors possible;

DB colors & NCS colors according to availability.

Options:

Folding seat;

Stainless steel surface K400;

Special design according to customer requirements

Special designs

The strong one
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Contact

GANSER LIFTSYSTEME
Markt 26, 4171 St. Peter am Wimberg 

Austria

+43 (0) 7282 / 80 71-0

www.ganserlifte.at

office@ganserlifte.at

Homelifts

Stairlifts

Platformlifts

Baldachin lift openBaldachin lift half openBaldachin lift sunken


